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Abstract

Feature reduction is nowadays an important topic in machine learning as it reduces the
complexity of the final model and makes it easier to interpret. In some applications, the
features arise from multiple sources and it is not so important to select the individual fea-
tures as to select the important sources. This leads to a group feature selection problem.
In this paper, we consider the group feature selection in the multiclass classification
setting based on the framework of support vector machines. We reformulate it as a sparse
problem by prescribing the maximum number of active groups and propose a novel
method based on the ADMM algorithm. We proposed the method in such a way that the
main computational load is performed in the first iteration and the remaining iterations
can be computed fast. This allows us to handle large problems. We demonstrate the
good performance of our method on several real-world datasets.

Keywords: Group feature selection, Support vector machine, Multiclass support vector
machine, Alternating direction method of multipliers, EEG channel selection

1. Introduction

Feature selection is an important procedure in many machine learning applications
such as text classification or DNA analysis. It aims at selecting a small number of
features which contain no irrelevant or redundant features. Besides identifying the
important features, it helps to reduce the computational load and may improve the5

classification performance. In this work, we focus on supervised feature selection. They
can be roughly grouped into three categories: Filter, wrapper, and embedded methods
[13]. Filter methods evaluate the relevance of features via univariate statistics. The
wrapper approach repeatedly uses a classifier to search for relevant features. Embedded
methods perform variable selection as part of the learning procedure. Since filter10

methods usually evaluate all features independently they perform worse than wrapper or
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embedded methods. Since embedded methods are more computationally efficient than
wrapper methods while maintaining comparable selection results, we focus mainly on
them in this paper.

In many applications, data are obtained from multiple sources and each source15

produces several features [29]. For example, in the EEG (Electroencephalography)
signal classification [20], signals are obtained by attaching multiple electrodes to a
person’s head. The signal emitted from each electrode is then represented via several
coefficients. Thus the input features possess group structure where the coefficients
corresponding to one electrode form one group. In this case, feature selection imposed20

on individual features may not reveal this structure information. Hence, instead of
finding important individual features, finding important feature groups is more suitable
in this scenario. This leads to the problem of group feature selection.

So far, several research works related to group feature selection have been presented,
such as group Lasso [38, 27, 22], sparse group Lasso [28], and Bayesian Group Lasso25

[25]. However, these group feature selection methods were mainly based on square
loss and logistic loss for regression and classification analysis. There does exist one
work exploring hinge loss popularized by Support Vector Machines (SVM) [12]. But
this work only targets at regression and binary classification, leaving multiclass support
vector machine unexplored. Even though, group feature selection for multiclass classifi-30

cation problem can be simply decoupled to group feature selection for several binary
classification problems [12] via one-against-rest or one-against-one strategies. However,
this way will not be able to identify relevant feature groups that simultaneously works
well for all classes. There do exist several works related to this simultaneous multiclass
feature selection [11]. But these works did not consider the group feature selection.35

There are many methods for feature selection, see the excellent reviews [14, 16,
31]. In this manuscript, we will concentrate on feature selection via the powerful
classification algorithm multiclass support vector machines [32]. In [31] the authors
introduced sparsity regularization in the linear dynamic analysis. The recursive feature
elimination, which starts with the whole set of features and removes one feature at every40

iteration, was extended for multiclass support vector machines in [39, 11]. A framework
of scaling factors is also introduced for multiclass support vector machines to perform
feature selection across multiclass [11, 36]. Paper [30] extends variational relevant
vector machine [5] to group feature selection.

Many methods are based on the (group) Lasso regularization. Outside of the SVM45

context, they have been employed in [27] for generalized linear models, in [22] for
logistic regression models, in [18] for overlapping groups, or in [23] to automatically
select salient nodes in deep neural networks. In the SVM context, the group Lasso
is either applied directly as in [36] or it is argued that the group Lasso is a convex
approximation of the group zero norm [9]. Some methods attack this group zero norm50

[21] or necessary optimality conditions are used to solve the problem [1, 24].
In this paper, we propose a novel sparse group feature selection method for multiclass

support vector machine (MSVM). Our method can choose an optimal subset of features
in a grouped manner simultaneously working well for all classes. We mention the
generalization of the recursive feature elimination to select groups instead of individual55

features. The main result is to use the all-together approach for MSVM of [35], consider
the group zero norm and solve it via the ADMM method [7].
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The group Lasso and group zero norm terms are usually placed in the objective.
Since this means one additional hyperparameter, we place it into the constraints. We
derive a special decomposition for the ADMM method such that most of the work is60

done in the first iteration and the remaining iterations are relatively cheap. The ADMM
method is known to quickly provide a reasonable solution estimate but the convergence
to optimality may be slow. Since we are interested only in determining relevant feature
groups, we stop ADMM once the features groups are stabilized. The actual model
coefficient can then be computed by restricting the original features to the selected65

features by any classification technique. We show good performance of our method on
several real-world datasets.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces support vector machines and
multiclass group feature selection. In Section 3 we first generalize the recursive feature
elimination to handle groups. Then we formulate the MSVM for feature selection and70

propose how to solve it via the ADMM method. We comment on the computational
complexity and provide a comparison with the group Lasso method. Finally, in Section 4
we show the good performance of our method on several real-world datasets.

2. Sparsity Inducing Terms

In this section, we provide a brief introduction to support vector machines, group75

feature selection, and multiclass feature selection methods. In the last part, we then
combine all these part to derive an optimization problem for multiclass group feature
selection based on support vector machines.

In the whole manuscript, we assume to have n pairs of training data {xxxi,yi}n
i=1,

where xxxi ∈Rd is the feature vector corresponding to i-th sample, and yi is the class label80

of xxxi. Unless stated otherwise, we assume that there are K classes with labels 1, . . . ,K.

2.1. Support Vector Machines

Support vector machines (SVMs) are powerful supervised algorithms for classifica-
tion. Originally designed for binary classification, their decision boundary is represented
by a linear function www>xxx+b, where www ∈ Rd is the weight vector and b ∈ R is the shift
of the separating hyperplane. When the labels are +1 or −1, the idea of SVMs is to
maximize the margin between the samples and the separating hyperplane by solving

minimize
w,b,ξ

1
2
‖www‖2

2 +C
n

∑
i=1

ξi

subject to yi(www>xxxi +b)≥ 1−ξi,

ξi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . ,n,

(1)

Here, the first term of the objective is the regularization, the second term measures the
classification error and C > 0 specifies the trade-off between them. For a general xxx, the
decision rule is based on the sign of www>xxx+b.85

Many real-world classification tasks involve multiclass classification. There are
two popular approaches. In the one-vs-one and one-vs-rest approaches, the multiclass
classification problem is divided several times into binary classification problems and
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multiple models are built. The class with most “wins” is selected as the predicted class.
However, since each model considers a different coefficient vector www, this approach
is not suitable for feature selection. The authors of [35] employed the all-together
approach and assigned a separating hyperplane www>k xxx+bk to every class k. The goal is
then again to maximize the margin, which yields the following problem

minimize
w,b,ξ

1
2

K

∑
k=1
‖wwwk‖2

2 +C
n

∑
i=1

∑
k 6=yi

ξik

subject to (wwwyi −wwwk)
>xxxi +byi −bk ≥ 1−ξik,

ξik ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . ,n, k 6= yi.

(2)

Similarly as for binary SVMs (1), to a general xxx a class with the highest value of
www>k xxx+bk is assigned. For a detailed review of both binary and multiclass SVMs we
refer to [8, 32].

2.2. Group Feature Selection via Group Lasso
In many applications, there are J pairwise disjoint feature groups G1, . . . ,GJ and the

task is to select a small number of the relevant feature groups instead of a small number
of the relevant features. Many embedded group feature selection methods are based on
the group Lasso defined by

‖www‖group
2,1 :=

J

∑
j=1
‖wwwG j‖2 =

J

∑
j=1

√
∑

f∈G j

w2
f , (3)

where wwwG j is the restriction of www to group G j. The group sparsity inducing term ‖www‖group
2,190

is usually added to the objective.

2.3. Multiclass Feature Selection via Group Lasso
While in the previous section we considered two classes with multiple feature

groups, here we consider K classes without any group structure. Similarly as before, it
is possible to use the group Lasso to select features

‖www‖mclass
2,1 :=

d

∑
j=1
‖www·, j‖2 =

d

∑
j=1

√
K

∑
k=1

w2
k, j. (4)

By wk, j we understand the j-th component of wwwk and by www·, j the K-dimensional vector
composed by wk, j for all k. Paper [21] argued that ‖www‖mclass

2,1 is just a convex approxima-
tion of the group zero norm

‖www‖mclass
0,1 :=

d

∑
j=1
‖www·, j‖0 = #{ j| wk, j 6= 0 for some k}. (5)

They further observed that this sparse inducing term can be written as a difference of
convex (DC) functions and used a DC algorithm to solve the resulting problem. In [36]
the authors used a clever technique combining both of the approaches above: They95

considered ‖www‖mclass
p,1 for a general p ∈ [0,1] and updated p automatically.
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2.4. Multiclass Group Feature Selection via Group Lasso
To get a group multiclass sparsity induding term, we combine the group sparsity

inducing term ‖www‖group
2,1 from (3) with the multiclass sparsity inducing term ‖www‖mclass

2,1
from (4) to obtain

‖www‖2,1 :=
J

∑
j=1
‖www·,G j‖2 =

d

∑
j=1

√√√√ K

∑
k=1

∑
f∈G j

w2
k, f . (6)

Building on the notation above, by www·,G j we understand the union of www·, f for all f ∈ G j,
thus all coefficients of the weight vector corresponding to the given group. Theoretically,
we could add (6) directly to the multiclass SVM problem (2) but this would mean one
more hyperparameter which could be difficult to tune [2]. Instead we decided to work
with the generalization of ‖www‖mclass

0,1 from (5) to define the following multiclass group
zero norm

‖www‖0,1 :=
J

∑
j=1
‖www·,G j‖0 = #{ j| wk, f 6= 0 for some k and some f ∈ G j}. (7)

Then we modify problem (2) by prescribing the maximum number of important groups
smax:

minimize
w,b,ξ

1
2

K

∑
k=1
‖wwwk‖2

2 +C
n

∑
i=1

∑
k 6=yi

ξik

subject to (wwwyi −wwwk)
>xi +byi −bk ≥ 1−ξik,

ξik ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . ,n, k 6= yi,

‖www‖0,1 ≤ smax.

(8)

3. Simultanous Multiclass Group Feature Selection

In this section, we present two methods for multiclass group feature selection. The
first method is a simple adaptation of the recursive feature elimination. The second100

method solves directly (8) via the ADMM method. For the second method, we then
provide a basic analysis of computational complexity and compare with the “standard”
group Lasso.

3.1. Multiclass Recursive Group Feature Elimination
First, we extend the multiclass recursive feature elimination (RFE) method to group

feature selection. The algorithm starts with an active list of all features and removes one
group after another. At every iteration, the weights wwwk are computed with zeros at the
inactive features by any all-together classification method. Then for every active group
j, the score

s j :=
1
|G j|
‖www·,G j‖

2
2 =

1
|G j|

K

∑
k=1

∑
f∈G j

w2
k, f

is computed and the group with the smallest score is made inactive.105
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3.2. Solving (8) with ADMM
In this section, we apply the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM)

to (8). The ADMM [7] is a popular optimization method which has been already used to
solve classification problems in SVMs [4, 37]. However, to the best of our knowledge, it
has never been used for multiclass group selection. The ADMM is a dual ascent method,110

where the gradient of the dual objective is computed only approximately. Since it is
a dual method, usually a convexity is required for convergence proofs. We make use
of the recent results of [15] where a convergence of ADMM was shown also for some
non-convex problems with sparsity constraints.

To simplify the notation, we first write (8) in a compact form. Recall that K is the
number of classes, d the number of features and n the number of samples. We define
www := [www1; . . . ;wwwK ] ∈ RKd and bbb := [b1; . . . ;bK ] ∈ RK and collect ξik into one vector
ξξξ ∈R(K−1)n. Finally we collect the first constraint in (8) into a matrix Aw ∈R(K−1)n×Kd

containing in every row only xxx>i a −xxx>i and a matrix Ab ∈ R(K−1)n×K containing in
every row only 1 a −1. Then we may rewrite (8) into

minimize
w,b,ξ

1
2

www>www+C1>ξξξ

subject to Awwww+Abbbb≥ 1−ξξξ ,

ξξξ ≥ 0,
‖www‖0,1 ≤ smax.

(9)

By combining both constraints on ξξξ we obtain ξξξ ≥ max{1−Awwww−Abbbb,0}. This
results in (8)

minimize
w,b

1
2

www>www+C1>max{1−Awwww−Abbbb,0}

subject to ‖www‖0,1 ≤ smax.

(10)

To apply ADMM to (10), we need to make this problem separable with only linear
constraints. For the separability, we introduce artificial variables yyy = 1−Awwww−Abbbb
and zzz = www while for the linear constraints, we use the standard argument of enforcing
the constraint in objective by using the indicator function

I(‖zzz‖0,1 ≤ smax) =

{
0 if ‖zzz‖0,1 ≤ smax,

+∞ otherwise.

Then problem (10) reads

minimize
w,b,y,z

1
2

www>www+C1>max{yyy,0}+ I(‖zzz‖0,1 ≤ smax)

subject to yyy = 1−Awwww−Abbbb,

zzz = www.

(11)

Now we introduce the scaled version of the augmented Lagrangian [7, Section 3.1.1] by

L(www,bbb,yyy,zzz;λλλ ,µµµ) :=
1
2

www>www+C1>max{yyy,0}+ I(‖zzz‖0,1 ≤ smax)

+
ρ

2
‖yyy−1+Awwww+Abbbb+λλλ‖2

2 +
ρ

2
‖zzz−www+µµµ‖2

2.
(12)
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Here λλλ and µµµ are the multipliers associated with the first and second constraint in (11),115

respectively and ρ > 0 is an arbitrary parameter.
ADMM is an iterative algorithm. In iteration l, the current iterate (wwwl ,bbbl ,yyyl ,zzzl ,λλλ l ,µµµ l)

is updated in the following four steps

(wwwl+1,bbbl+1,yyyl+1) = argmin
w,b,y

L(www,bbb,yyy,zzzl ;λλλ
l ,µµµ l), (13a)

zzzl+1 = argmin
z

L(wwwl+1,bbbl+1,yyyl+1,zzz;λλλ
l ,µµµ l), (13b)

λλλ
l+1 = λλλ

l + yyyl+1−1+Awwwwl+1 +Abbbbl+1, (13c)

µµµ
l+1 = µµµ

l + zzzl+1−wwwl+1. (13d)

Even though (13a) is a quadratic programming problem, it does not have a closed-
form solution. Since ADMM does not provide an exact gradient for the dual ascent but
only its approximation, we further approximate (13a) by solving first for (wwwl+1,bbbl+1)
and only then for yyyl+1. When solving (13a) with respect to (www,bbb), we can omit two
terms of the Lagrangian L which do not depend on www and bbb. Then we get

minimize
w,b

1
2

www>www+
ρ

2
‖yyyl−1+Awwww+Abbbb+λλλ

l‖2
2 +

ρ

2
‖zzzl−www+µµµ

l‖2
2.

Since this is a quadratic unconstrained problem, it is equivalent to setting its derivatives
with respect to w and b to zero. This yields

www+ρA>w (yyy
l−1+Awwww+Abbbb+λλλ

l)−ρ(zzzl−www+µµµ
l) = 0,

ρA>b (yyy
l−1+Awwww+Abbbb+λλλ

l) = 0.
(14)

This is a system of linear equations. We comment on a precise way of solving it later in
Section 3.3. The second part of solving (13a) amounts to minimizing it with respect to
yyy. Ignoring again the constant terms, this is equivalent to

minimize
y

C1>max{yyy,0}+ ρ

2
‖yyy−1+Awwwwl+1 +Abbbbl+1 +λλλ

l‖2
2. (15)

This problem can be decomposed into multiple problems in one real variable and
analysis of all possible cases shows that the solution takes the form

yyyl+1 = Tsoft(1−Awwwwl+1−Abbbbl+1−λλλ
l ,ρ−1C1), (16)

where Tsoft(ttt1, ttt2) is the shifted soft-thresholding operator [7, Section 4.4.3]

Tsoft(ttt1, ttt2) = max{min{ttt1,0}, ttt1− ttt2}.

Since only two terms in L depend on z, solving (13b) amounts to

minimize
z

1
2
‖zzz−wwwl+1 +µµµ

l‖2
2

subject to ‖zzz‖0,1 ≤ smax.

7



This problem has a closed-form solution. For each j = 1, . . . ,J define the score s j
corresponding to the feature group G j by

s j := ‖wwwl+1
·,G j
−µµµ

l
·,G j
‖2

2 =
K

∑
k=1

∑
f∈G j

(wl+1
k, f −µ

l
k, f )

2. (17)

Then the solution of (13b) componentwise reads

zl+1
k, f =

{
wl+1

k, f −µ l
k, f if s j is among smax largest score values and f ∈ G j;

otherwise.
(18)

The multiplier updates (13c) and (13d) are trivial.

3.3. Numerical Solution Procedure
The computationally most demanding part from the previous section is solving

system (14). After some linear algebra and scaling by ρ−1, it can be written in the form

[
(1+ρ

−1)

(
I 0
0 0

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Q1

+

(
A>w
A>b

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Q>2

(
Aw Ab

)](wwwl+1

bbbl+1

)
=

(
zzzl +µµµ l−A>w (yyy

l−1+λλλ
l)

−A>b (yyy
l−1+λλλ

l)

)
.

(19)
In every iteration, we need to invert Q1 +Q>2 Q2. Note that it is a fixed matrix with
dimension K(d +1)×K(d +1). Moreover, it is a positive semidefinite matrix and can120

be made positive definite matrix by either adding a small multiple of the identity matrix
to Q1 or by considering bbb as one feature group, which would change Q1 into the identity
matrix. Now there are two possibilities.

If the number of features d is smaller or comparable to the number of samples n, we
can compute the Cholesky decomposition of Q1 +Q>2 Q2, thus to find a regular lower
triangular matrix B1 with

B1B>1 = (1+ρ
−1)

(
I 0
0 0

)
+

(
A>w
A>b

)(
Aw Ab

)
. (20)

Then (19) reads (
wwwl+1

bbbl+1

)
= (B−1

1 )>B−1
1

(
zzzl +µµµ l−A>w (yyy

l−1+λλλ
l)

−A>b (yyy
l−1+λλλ

l)

)
. (21)

Since B1 is a lower triangular matrix, system (21) is easy to solve.
If the number of features d is large, the computation from the previous paragraph is

infeasible, and it may be advantageous to use the Woodbury matrix identity to obtain

(Q1 +Q>2 Q2)
−1 = Q−1

1 −Q−1
1 Q>2 (I +Q2Q−1

1 Q>2 )
−1Q2Q−1

1 . (22)

Note that Q1 can be made a diagonal matrix with positive entries by one of the two
possibilities mentioned above, and thus Q−1

1 is simple to compute. Moreover, the
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positive definite matrix I+Q2Q−1
1 Q>2 has dimension (K−1)n× (K−1)n and if there is

a reasonable number of samples n, the Cholesky decomposition can be again computed
to get a lower triangular matrix B2 with

B2B>2 = I +Q2Q−1
1 Q>2 . (23)

Then (19) is due to (22) and (23) equivalent to(
wwwl+1

bbbl+1

)
=
(

Q−1
1 −Q−1

1 Q>2 (B
−1
2 )>B−1

2 Q2Q−1
1

)(zzzl +µµµ l−A>w (yyy
l−1+λλλ

l)

−A>b (yyy
l−1+λλλ

l)

)
. (24)

The great advantage of these approaches is that it suffices to compute one Cholesky125

decomposition and then every iteration of ADMM is cheap.
We summarize this whole procedure in Algorithm 3.1. The usual termination

criterion is based on a change in primal and dual variables. However, since we are
interested in determining the important feature groups, we stop ADMM when the feature
groups stabilize and then run the multiclass SVM classification on the selected features.130

Algorithm 3.1 For solving (8)
1: Compute B1 or B2 from the Cholesky decomposition in (20) or (23)
2: Set initial data (yyy0,zzz0,λλλ 0,µµµ0)
3: for l = 1, . . . ,maxIter do
4: Update (wwwl+1,bbbl+1) via (21) or (24)
5: Update yyyl+1 via (16)
6: Update zzzl+1 via (18)
7: Update λλλ

l+1 via (13c) and µµµ l+1 via (13d), respectively
8: if smax largest scores from (17) did not change then
9: break

10: end if
11: end for
12: Obtain a classifier on the selected features

3.4. Connection to the Group Lasso
The usual approach is to consider the convex term ‖www‖2,1 in the objective instead of

the discontinuous term ‖www‖0,1 in the constraints as in our problem (8). This results in

minimize
1
2

K

∑
k=1
‖wwwk‖2

2 +C
n

∑
i=1

∑
k 6=yi

ξik +Ĉ‖www‖2,1

subject to (wwwyi −wwwk)
>xi +byi −bk ≥ 1−ξik,

ξik ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . ,n, k 6= yi.

(25)

Even though (8) and (25) look similar, they are some key differences between them. First,
(25) is a convex problem while (8) is a non-convex problem. Second, (25) is simpler
to solve while (8) is closer to the group feature selection problem. Third, problem (25)

9



contains hyperparameters C and Ĉ while problem (8) contains hyperparameters C and135

smax. The second set of hyperparameters should be easier to tune as smax has, on the
contrary to Ĉ, a direct interpretation as the maximal number of selected groups.

Since (25) is a convex quadratic program, if we apply ADMM to it, we have
guaranteed convergence. The ADMM would result in the same procedure as Algorithm
3.1 and the only difference is the zzzl+1 update (18) which would take the form

zl+1
k, f =

{
wl+1

k, f −µ l
k, f if s j ≥ 2

ρ
Ĉ, where j is unique group index with f ∈ G j,

0 otherwise.
(26)

In other words, while our method in (18) always sets smax features to be non-zero, (26)
updates zzz in the identical way but the number of non-zero features changes in every
iteration. Since the latter algorithm has guaranteed convergence and Algorithm 3.1 is140

very similar to it, this could explain the good convergence of the ADMM method as
observed in the numerical section.

4. Numerical Experiments and Discussion

In this section, we show the good numerical performance of our methods. We
consider the RFE method proposed in Section 3.1 and the ADMM method from Section145

3.2. While the RFE method starts with the full set of groups and removes one group
after another, the ADMM method fixes the maximal number of groups smax and finds
smax feature groups. Since this makes the RFE method unsuitable for problems with a
large number of feature groups, we concentrate mainly on the ADMM method.

We consider three classes of real-world datasets. All three classes follow a different150

goal. The first category (datasets GSA [33, 26], USPS [17] and Smartphones [3])
shows that our methods outperform other group feature selection methods. The second
category (datasets RNA-Seq 1 and RNA-Seq 2 [34]) shows that even for datasets with a
large number of features, the ADMM method selects group features which achieve high
accuracy. The third category (dataset K3B [6]) is a neuroscience application where the155

relevant features are known. We show that our methods can select these features. The
datasets are summarized in Table 1 and can be found online.1

All data were normalized and each dataset was randomly divided into the training
and testing sets 100 times. The depicted results are averages over all these trials.
Concerning hyperparameters, we chose ρ = 1000 for all experiments. For categories 1160

and 3, we determined C by 5-fold cross-validation on the whole dataset and considered
all possible values of the maximal number of groups smax. For category 2, we fixed
C = 1 and chose smax from {10,20, . . . ,100}. After the ADMM method selects the
relevant features, any linear model can be used to determine the weights www. We used
LIBSVM [10].165

1GSA, Smartphones and RNA-Seq 1 are from the UCI depository, USPS can be downloaded from
https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/ cjlin/libsvmtools/datasets/multiclass.html, RNA-Seq 2 is a manual modification
of RNA-Seq 1 and K3B is from http://www.bbci.de/competition/iii/.
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Table 1: Dataset description.

Dataset Classes Samples Samples train Features Groups
GSA 6 13910 300/600/1200 128 16
USPS 10 9298 500/1000/1500 256 16
Smartphones 6 10299 300/600/1200 561 18
RNA-Seq 1 5 801 100 20531 20531
RNA-Seq 2 5 801 100 20530 4106
K3B 4 180 126 180 60

4.1. Category 1: Comparison with Existing Methods

We followed the setting from [12] and considered three datasets. The Gas Sensor
Array (GSA) dataset contains information from 16 chemical sensors exposed to 6 gases
at different concentration levels. Each sensor provided 8 features, which resulted in
16 groups and 128 features. The goal is to discriminate the six different gases. The170

Smartphones dataset is built from recordings of 17 signals of 30 subjects performing six
activities (walking, walking upstairs, walking downstairs, sitting, standing, and lying)
while wearing a smartphone. Features such as mean, correlation, or autoregressive
coefficients were subsequently extracted from these 17 signals. Besides, one additional
group of features was obtained by averaging the signals in a signal window sample.175

This resulted in 18 feature groups with a different number of features in each group.
The USPS dataset contains handwritten digits, each represented by a 16×16 matrix.
Following [12], each column of this representation is regarded as one group.

Since there are not many multiclass group feature selection methods, and especially
not in the SVM context, we compare the performance with the Bayesian Group Feature180

Selection for Support Vector Machines (BGFS-SVM) method [12], where the feature
selection in the multiclass setting is tackled via decoupling it into several binary group
feature selection problems via the one-vs-rest strategy. This paper also implemented the
group Lasso (G-Lasso) [38] and the sparse group Lasso (SG-Lasso) [28]. As in [12],
we randomly select for each dataset training instances from each class with the size of185

{50,100,200} and the rest instances are used as the test set.
The average prediction accuracies of our ADMM and RFE methods are given in

Figure 1. The performance of both methods is fairly similar: When averaged over all
values of smax, the ADMM was better four times while the RFE gave a better performance
five times. Moreover, especially for the GSA and Smartphones datasets, the performance190

did not decline when more than half of the groups were omitted.
In [12], the authors showed the performance of the BGFS-SVM method for 7, 11

and 8 maximal groups for the datasets GSA, USPS and Smartphones, respectively. In
Table 2, we depict the performance of the ADMM method for these values. Following
the name BGFS-SVM, we denote our method GFS-MSVM (Group Feature Selection195

for Multiclass Support Vector Machines). In 7 out of 9 cases, our method GFS-MSVM
outperformed the results presented in [12], in the remaining two cases, it was only
slightly worse.
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Figure 1: The average prediction accuracy[%] of our methods on the datasets from category 1.

4.2. Category 2: Datasets with a Large Number of Features

In the RNA Seq dataset, for 801 patients with five different kinds of tumors (BRCA,200

KIRC, COAD, LUAD and PRAD) the expression levels of 20531 genes were measured
by the illumina HiSeq platform. On this dataset, we will show that the ADMM method
is able to reduce this large number of features into a small one while keeping a large
prediction accuracy for the tumor type. As in the previous category, we selected 20
samples for each class as the training samples, which resulted in 100 training samples.205

Since there is no information about the genes, we considered two cases: When each
group consists of one gene (denoted RNA Seq 1) and when every five genes were
grouped into one group (denoted RNA Seq 2). For the latter dataset, we adjusted the
maximum number of feature groups smax such that the number of selected features were
the same for both datasets.210

The average accuracy can be seen in the left part of Figure 2. The performance on
both datasets is very high. Theoretically, the performance on RNA Seq 1 should always
be superior as there are more possibilities how to choose the given number of features.
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Table 2: Average prediction acuracy[%] on the benchmark datasets from category 1. Results for G-Lasso,
SG-Lasso and BGFS-SVM are taken from [12]. Our method is denoted GFS-MSVM.

Dataset nclass G-Lasso SG-Lasso BGFS-SVM GFS-MSVM
GSA 50 79.8±4.4 83.0±4.8 84.3±1.7 94.7±1.1

100 84.3±3.6 85.3±4.0 92.0±1.6 96.6±0.6
200 86.4±3.5 88.3±2.7 98.1±0.8 97.5±0.4

USPS 50 69.0±1.3 71.5±1.5 86.6±1.2 91.5±0.7
100 69.6±1.4 72.2±0.9 90.7±0.4 92.7±0.6
200 72.7±1.2 74.1±1.2 92.5±0.3 93.4±0.9

Smartphones 50 57.5±3.5 58.2±3.5 82.1±1.6 91.2±0.8
100 71.3±4.1 72.3±2.8 92.6±0.8 93.5±1.0
200 73.3±4.1 74.1±2.8 95.6±0.3 95.2±0.4

However, for a larger number of smax, the performance was better on the RNA Seq 2
dataset. This was likely caused by the fact that the grouping of genes decreased the size215

of the search space for the second dataset.
In the right part of Figure 2 we show the experimental convergence of the ADMM

method on RNA Seq 1. The x-axis denotes the genes while the y-axis denotes the
iteration of the ADMM method until it converges in iteration 885. The black vertical
lines show in which iterations a given gene was selected in the smax = 30 most important220

genes. We can see that the convergence displays the beneficial property of stability of
selected genes; some genes were even selected during all iterations.
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Figure 2: Performace of the ADMM method on the datasets from category 2. The left figure shows the average
precistion accuracy. The right figure depicts one particular run showing which genes (x-axis) were selected
during which iteration (y-axis).
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4.3. Category 3: Neuroscience Application

In this last category, we consider the neuroscience application where several elec-
trodes were attached to the patient’s head. The patient was then asked to imagine certain225

actions (left-hand, right-hand, foot or tongue movements) and the EEG signal of his
brain activity was recorded. We used the dataset IIIa from the BCI competition. During
the experiment, 60 EEG channels were recorded with a 64-channel EEG amplifier from
Neuroscan. There were 180 labeled trials.

Following [19], we represented each electrode signal by the autoregressive model230

AR(p) over the 4s window in which the imaginary movements were performed. The
p coefficients formed a group of features corresponding to that EEG channel. Model
order p = 3 provided the best mean classification accuracy, which confirms the findings
of [20]. This representation resulted in 60 groups of features, each with 3 features.
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Figure 3: Selected electrodes for the ADMM and RFE methods for the dataset in category 3.

In Figure 3 we depict the selected channels. Channels 27-35 are located on the235

primary motor cortex and represent the movement of hand and foot. Channels 39-43
are on the primary somatosensory cortex and are responsible for the movement of
tongue, lips and jaws. Channels 18-24 are located on the premotor cortex and on the
supplementary motor area and encode the intention, selection and control of movements.
Channels 10-11, 15-16, 17, and 25 are close to the Broca’s area which is critically240

involved in language comprehension and semantics. Finally, channels 37 and 45 are on
the Wernicke’s area which is involved in processing words.
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From its definition, the RFE method produces nested results, thus all the five most
important channels are contained in the ten most important channels. This does not hold
true for the ADMM method. For the most five important channels, the ADMM method245

identified channels 31, 41, 29, and 33 from the motor areas. These channels are from
the areas related to the limb and mouth movement. In addition, the ADMM method also
included channel 25 as it conveys the semantic information of the imaginary movements.
The distribution pattern of the top five channels selected by the RFE method is very
similar but it omitted the channel from the semantic area.250

For the top ten channel, the ADMM method added more channels from motor areas.
Although the result does not conserve the top five channels, it covers most of them. The
top ten channels selected by the ADMM method include channels 37 and 45 from the
language area. This demonstrates that the ADMM method is able to extract semantic
or abstract concept information from the neural activity. In general, all the channels255

selected by the ADMM method are directly related to the task performed by the patient.

5. Conclusion

Group feature selection selects features in a grouped manner and is useful to improve
the interpretability and the prediction performance of models. While a lot of work related
to the group feature selection focuses on binary classification problems, we targeted260

multiclass classification problems. We formulated the group feature selection problem
as a sparse learning problem in the framework of multiclass support vector machine and
solved it by the ADMM method. We provided several improvements to increase the
speed of the algorithm. The effectiveness of the proposed method has been demonstrated
on several real-world datasets.265
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